Current state and future applications of active targeting in malignancies using superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles.
Superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPIO) are novel MRI contrast agents. After cellular uptake, SPIO cause a negative T2 contrast in MRI. Passive targeting strategies rely on SPIO uptake in reticuloendothelial cells by receptor-mediated phagocytosis. Active targeting employs SPIO-conjugates with specific targeting ligands which selectively bind to biomarkers on target cells. Several receptor systems are overexpressed in cancerous diseases and have been investigated as targets for ligand-directed SPIO. Targeting receptors undergo repeated recycling to the cell surface and internalization and bind further SPIO, thereby amplifying the magnetic signal. Malignant cell degeneration may also lead to loss of specific receptor activity. SPIO-conjugates directed at those receptors lead to a prominent reduction in signal intensity in healthy tissue but not the tumor. These strategies allow for molecular profiling of target cells and potentially enable the early detection of malignant diseases, more accurate staging, and treatment monitoring. With the advent of multimodality imaging techniques like targeted nanoparticle-enhanced MRI and near infrared optical fluorescence imaging, the combined advantages of different systems can be exploited.